Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment
Rezoning of 180 Metcalfe Street, Ottawa

A.

Introduction:

Robertson Martin Architects (The Consultant) was retained in March 2014 by Roderick Lahey
Architect Inc.

(the Client) to provide a Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment (CHIS) for a

proposed zoning amendment at 180 Metcalfe Street in Ottawa, Ontario.
Section 4.6.1 of the City of Ottawa Official Plan has policies that outline when a Cultural
Heritage Impact Statement (CHIS) is required, which will evaluate the impact of a proposed
development on cultural heritage resources when development is proposed that has the
potential to:
•

Adversely impact the cultural heritage value of properties designated under Part IV of
the Ontario Heritage Act (OHA).

•

Adversely impact the cultural heritage value of districts designated under Part V of the
OHA.

In addition:
•

A CHIS may also be required for development applications adjacent to or within 35
meters of designated buildings and areas.

•

A CHIS is required when demolition is proposed.

The Consultant has been provided with copies of the development proposal plans and planning
rationale.
Note: This version of the CHIS has been amended to reflect the design changes enacted
by the client, based on the recommendations that were included in previous versions of
this CHIS

B.

General Information

Address of current property: 180 Metcalfe Street, Ottawa, Ontario - adjacent to the Centretown
Heritage Conservation District. The building was constructed in 1928, designed by Architect.

W.E. Noffke and is a 6-storey masonry building originally constructed by the Medical Arts
Company.
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C.

Current Conditions/ Introduction to Development Site

This 6-storey building sits at the corner of Metcalfe and Nepean streets, and is adjacent to the
boundaries of the Centretown Heritage Conservation District. The building is designated as a
Category 2 Heritage Structure under Part IV of the Ontario Heritage Act in 2001 (refer to Fig. 1).
The City of Ottawa Comprehensive Zoning By-law (2008-250) designates the subject property
as Residential Fifth Density (Mid-High rise apartments) subzone B. This zoning permits for
multiple residential occupancies, as well as additional uses and ancillary uses.
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Figure 1: The Centretown HCD, with the building highlighted to the north (City of Ottawa)
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D.

Background Research and Analysis

Research and Methodology
The methodology used in the preparation of this assessment includes review and reference to
the following:
•

Development proposal prepared by Roderick Lahey, Architect;

•

On-site visits to the property and surrounding area;

•

180 Metcalfe Street Heritage Survey and Evaluation Form, City of Ottawa, 2012;

•

Statement of Cultural Heritage Value for 180 Metcalfe Street, City of Ottawa, 2013;

•

Centretown Heritage Conservation District Study, City of Ottawa.

•

Standards & Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada, Parks
Canada;

•

A Guide to Preparing Cultural Heritage Impact Statements, prepared by the City of
Ottawa, Draft March 2012.

Site Analysis and Evaluation
The lot is located in the downtown core of Ottawa, with the immediate surroundings being a mix
of mid-rise and high-rise residential, mixed use, and commercial buildings. There is a diversity
of architectural styles present, including mid-century modernist office buildings (170 Metcalfe),
late century Modern (160 Elgin), Georgian Brick (123 Metcalfe), Canadian Brutalism (99
Metcalfe), and 21st century condo development (91 Nepean).
Metcalfe Street is singular in that it terminates at Parliament Hill, giving the streetscape an
important status within the urban fabric of Ottawa. Historically, Metcalfe Street has been home
to some of Canada's most prestigious citizens, including former Mayors, embassies, and
politicians.
This eclectic collection of architectural styles offers the opportunity for development that does
not need to conform to a particular set of aesthetic guidelines, offering the opportunity for
differentiation from the existing heritage building without negatively impacting the overall urban
fabric or sense of place.
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Figure 2: View of 180 Metcalfe Street (City of Ottawa)

E.

Statement of Significance

Historic value:
This building was constructed as part of a larger Canadian trend toward purpose-built Medical
Arts buildings - including Winnipeg (1924), Windsor (1930), Toronto (1929), and Hamilton
(1930)1.
The building was also important for its time, as it marked the transition of Centretown from a
primarily residential area, to a diversified commercial zone.
Of particular significance is the building's designer, W.E. Noffke. Noffke was a celebrated longstanding regional architect who executed, a variety of high profile Ottawa Institutional and
Residential buildings, including, among others, the Champagne Bath, the Hope Chambers/
Bible House and the Central Post Office.

1

Statement of Cultural Heritage Value Draft, City of Ottawa, 2013
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Architectural value:
The Medical Arts Building is representative of the Art Deco style that was popular at the time of
construction. The building exhibits a very high level of craftsmanship, with several notable
architectural features including:
•

its stepped massing;

•

the continuous brick piers that break the roofline, giving the structure a strong vertical sense;

•

the geometric patterned brick that infill the structure between the upper windows;

•

the copper detailing between the first and second storey windows, including the large
copper frieze above the main entrance; and

•

limestone detailing around the entranceway and forming the plinth base.

Urban/Environmental value:
The quality of the craftsmanship, the massing and architectural gestures of the building, and the
longevity of its presence all serve to make it an important landmark within the urban fabric of
downtown Ottawa. The building has an inarguable sense of quality and grandeur about it that
serves to improve the immediate surroundings and create a distinct aesthetic on the street.
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F.

Description of the Proposed Development

The Client has explored a variety of massing approaches and has singled out one massing
scheme for consideration, along with three different options for the facade cladding on the upper
portions of the building. The proposal includes the addition of a new six-storey podium for
commercial use which fills the site around the existing building, and a tower above which rises
to 27 stories.
The component parts of the proposal (the existing building, the six-storey podium, the tower) are
in each case, identified as distinct architectural elements. The proposal indicates that glazing
will be used as a "gasket" which creates a physical separation, and a material distinction
between each component.
The proposal includes the preservation of the principal facades of the Medical Arts Building, with
the Metcalfe and Nepean Street facades remaining untouched. Approximately 20% of the
footprint of the existing building is proposed to be demolished in the rear area of the building
(refer to Site Plan in Appendix A) to facilitate integration with the proposed "podium".

Figure 3: Nepean Street Elevation of the proposed development (Roderick Lahey)
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G.

Impact of Proposed Development

Our assessment attempts to identify any positive and negative impacts the proposed
development may have on the heritage value of cultural heritage resource(s). Assessment is
made by measuring the impact of the proposed works on the significance and heritage
attributes defined in the Statement of Cultural Heritage Value for 180 Metcalfe (Ottawa 2013).
Positive impacts of a development on cultural heritage resources districts typically include, but
are not limited to (items in bold have been identified as relevant to this scenario):
•

restoration of a building or structure, including replacement of missing attributes,

•

restoration of an historic streetscape or enhancement of the quality of the place,

•

adaptive re-use of a cultural heritage resource to ensure its ongoing viability,

•

access to new sources of funds to allow for the ongoing protection and restoration of the
cultural heritage resource.

Negative impacts include, but are not limited to (items in bold have been identified as relevant to
this scenario):
•

Demolition of any, or part of any, heritage attributes or features,

•

Alteration that is not sympathetic, or is incompatible, with the historic fabric and appearance
of a building or structure,

•

Shadows created that obscure heritage attributes or change the viability of the associated
cultural heritage landscape,

•

Isolation of a heritage resource or part thereof from its surrounding environment, context or
a significant relationship,

•

Obstruction of significant identified views or vistas within, from heritage conservation
districts,

•

Obstruction of significant identified views or vistas within or from individual cultural heritage
resources,

•

A change in land use where the change affects the property’s cultural heritage value,

•

Land disturbances such as a change in grade that alters soils, and drainage patterns that
adversely affect a cultural heritage resource,
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In this context the most relevant standards from the Standards and Guidelines are:

Standard 1. Conserve the heritage value of an historic place. Do not remove, replace or
substantially alter its intact or repairable character-defining elements. Do not move a part of an
historic place if its current location is a character-defining element.
Standard 11. Conserve the heritage value and character-defining elements when creating any
new additions to an historic place or any related new construction. Make the new work
physically and visually compatible with, subordinate to and distinguishable from the historic
place.
For the proposal:
The principal benefit of this proposal, is the integration of the historic building into a new
contemporary development that will ensure the survival of the historic facades, and allow them
to continue to participate in the vitality of the changing city for generations to come. The
scheme, as presented by the client, exhibits several well-executed design moves from a
heritage conservation viewpoint:
•

the use of the glazed "gasket" as a separating element between old and new, particularly in
the way it is recessed from the edges of the existing building, allowing for an understanding
of the original massing and a partial view of the side elevations;

•

the materiality of the new intervention does not seek to replicate the existing, and clearly
reads as a new and distinct contemporary element; and

•

The podium element takes cues from the existing building in terms of the datum lines and
"rhythm" of its facade, and its use of continuous vertical elements similar to the stone piers
on the existing building. In this case it does not read as mimicry, but rather as a recognition
of the value of the original design, and serves to create an interplay between old and new
that unifies the streetscape.

The principal negative impact of the proposal is that it involves the demolition of a portion of the
heritage building, and that portions of the building will be obscured from view where it joins to
the new construction. However, the interior of the building is not considered as a characterdefining element2, and the portions that are proposed for demolition do not involve any of the
main facades or character-defining elements as recognized by the City of Ottawa.

2

Statement of Cultural Heritage Value for 180 Metcalfe Street, City of Ottawa, 2013
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For the proposal:
As mentioned previously, this proposal exhibits many positive design moves as viewed from a
heritage conservation standpoint. This version of the CHIS comprises the design changes
enacted by the client based on the mitigation strategies outlined in previous versions of this
document.
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I.

Glossary

Adversely impact
A project has the potential to “adversely impact” the cultural heritage value of a project if it;
requires the removal of heritage attributes, requires the destruction of a cultural heritage
resource, obscures heritage attributes, is constructed in such a way that it does not respect the
defined cultural heritage value of a resource.
Built Heritage
Includes buildings, structures and sites that contribute to an understanding of our heritage and
are valued for their representation of that heritage. They may reveal architectural, cultural, or
socio-political patterns of our history or may be associated with specific events or people who
have shaped that history. Examples include buildings, groups of buildings, dams and bridges.
Cultural Heritage Resources
Includes four components: Built Heritage, Cultural Heritage Landscapes, Archaeological
Resources, and documentary heritage left by people.
Cultural Heritage Landscape
Any geographic area that has been modified, influenced, or given special cultural meaning by
people and that provides the contextual and spatial information necessary to preserve and
interpret the understanding of important historical settings and changes to past patterns of land
use. Examples include a burial ground, historical garden or a larger landscape reflecting human
intervention.
Preservation
Preservation involves protecting, maintaining and stabilizing the existing form, material and
integrity of an historic place or individual component, while protecting its heritage value.
Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation involves the sensitive adaptation of an historic place or individual component for a
continuing or compatible contemporary use, while protecting its heritage value.
Restoration
Restoration involves accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of an historic
place or individual component as it appeared at a particular period in its history, while protecting
its heritage value.
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SHEET #
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6860

T/O MECH. PENTHOUSE

2970

MECH. PENTHOUSE

2970

27th FLOOR

2970

26th FLOOR

2970

25th FLOOR

2970

24th FLOOR

2970

23rd FLOOR

2970

22nd FLOOR

2970

21st FLOOR

2970

20th FLOOR

2970

19th FLOOR

2970

18th FLOOR

2970

17th FLOOR

2970
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2970

14th FLOOR

2970

13th FLOOR

2970

12th FLOOR

2970

11th FLOOR

2970

10th FLOOR

2970

9th FLOOR

3400

8th FLOOR

3200

7th FLOOR

3200

6th FLOOR

3200

5th FLOOR

3200

4th FLOOR

3200

3rd FLOOR

2nd FLOOR
4200

83000

2970

15th FLOOR

T/O MEAN AVERAGE GRADE
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